The Common Core State Standards (CCSS) initiative is just one way the educational community is ensuring that students across the country have the 21st century skills they need to be successful today, tomorrow, and in the future.

**MCGRAWHILL MY MATH**

The only K-5 program written after the Common Core State Standards were released, and built upon the CCSS Framework

- Built with focus and coherence by CCSS Domains utilizing the proven Understanding by Design instructional approach that gets results
- Daily instruction utilizes a balanced approach of concepts, skills, problem-solving, writing, math, and talking math with multiple higher-order thinking opportunities
- Teaches explicit mathematical practices essential for college and career readiness

**GLENCOE MATH**

A brand new day is dawning for middle school math teachers and students. It’s your day, so find your way to get students excited about math class. It’s a day when students are found outside of school watching math videos and playing math games. It’s a day where teachers can find resources, customize presentations, create leveled homework sheets, and prepare a chapter test easily in one convenient online location. It’s a day powered by Glencoe Math.

**GLENCOE HIGH SCHOOL MATH**

Our newest textbooks—Glencoe Algebra 1, Glencoe Geometry, and Glencoe Algebra 2—ensure that educators have the resources and support they need to be successful in integrating the CCSS into their curricula.

The content in these new editions is specifically designed to meet the CCSS and the unique needs of all learners—whether they are at, below, or beyond grade level. The CCSS are documented throughout each lesson so no additional components or resources are needed.

**Online Access** Log on to www.connected.mcgraw-hill.com

**Grades K-5 Math:**
- Username: mymath2013
- Password: mhemath2013

**Grades 6-12 Math:**
- Username:tglencoeccss
- Password: mhemath2013

Find Your McGraw-Hill Representative at www.mheonline.com/salesrep
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